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The Libertarian movement to legalize the drug culture is insidious no doubt. The
Libertarian "thinkers" were all jooz who were working for the Austrian School of
Economics which is a front for the international Jewish banking dynasties, like
Rothschild. Libertardism doctrines are a syntheses of Awerkian, liberal capitalism
and jooz Marxism. Hence its doctrines are openly designed to ruin America
totally and dissolve it into a globalist monetary serfdom run by Rothschild and his
joo boyz. Sometimes this is called Marxism. Marx was part of the Rothschild
family and Rothschild created Communism for just that. Just read “Atlas
Shrugged” by Rosenbaum [Rand's real name, oy veh!]. It ends with just that, the
end of America and the free world under the iron kosher heel. That was her opus.
Of course she then did a total turn around on her yap crap doctrines, when it
came to the joo state of Israel, because joo Libertardism is made for poisoning
the goyim psyche only. Rothbard was a huge apologist for Marxism as well.
Wonder why....
Some of the Libertards have stated legalization of potardism is just the first step
to push for legalization of harder drugs, those drugs that have ruined the fabric of
society badly, and seem to come mainly from this place called Tel Aviv to
everywhere else, and goes hand in hand with the degenerate drug culture the
jooz have been creating in the media and in society since the 60's. To simply ruin
the host society as much as possible.
Rothschild, Sassoon, and the Solomons were the owners and operators of the
opium drug trade into China, where no doubt the Asian jooz ran most of the
opium dens along with the street supply. This was to destabilize and ruin the
Chinese population as much as possible for the Communist take over. When the
Chinese revolted, the British Royal Navy was sent into to deal with them to keep
the drug trade going as Rothschild owns England. The same Jewish interest that
brought you Libertardism.
A little tricknology the Libertards play is pushing for commodity based currency
and also bashing Fiat currency. Smart leaders understand Fiat currency is the
only solution for an advancing and abundant, FREE society. The American
Founders created a FIAT BASED system for this reason. Hitler did the same for
Germany and made Germany the wealthiest nation for all of the German People
in 9 months, after kicking out the jooz and their banker-Marxist schemes, which
led to the German People not having to worry about literally starving to death
anymore. Commodity currency creates a constant scarcity that allows big Jew
banks to rule. Guess whose vaults all of the precious metals are hoarded in? The
Jews. Oh and don't think you’re getting away with your pocket of "precious" metal
when they ruin the Fiat system as they take over. During the artificially created
depression of 1929 by the jooz bankers, people were forced to turn in their gold
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or be sent to prison, often for life. The jooz want a global electronic currency in
the end, with you being micro-chipped- all run by the Jewish IMF a Rothschild
front, where all must bow down to the International Jewish cabal. Rosenbaum's
dream come Jew.
Micro chipped is newspeak for being Micro-Jewed.
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic7691.html
The Libertard doctrines try to steer people away from recognizing that the
problem is the JEWISH bankers who have the government in a headlock and
have hijacked the Fiat system to destroy it and the nation, opening it to a Marxist
take-over [Rothschild and the Elderz of Zion cashing you all in]. Nope, just
dismantle your governments and thus protection and let International Jewish
Bankers and Corporations dissolve all of your rights and freedom. Enjoy. Cause
you see all the freedumbs those people in the Rothschild run Soviet Union and
Communist China really enjoyed. That's life where the jooz have total control.
Over 100 million murdered.
If people understand the Jews are the problem and break up the Joo Banker
monopoly and kick the Jews out for the 110th time in history [because everyone
else but the jooz are the problem]...Then the Jews would lose the needed
monetary control of America that facilitates their political, media, and social
controls, which are needed to march us all into total Communism, which is just
the Elderz of Zion adjusting the goal posts of society to give them total control.
Oh yeah, and some stuff about Freedumb don't forget. Cause the jooz love to
sing that word as they march you into your slavery.
Because to the Jew “freedom” is slavery. Get it now Goy?
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